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MR. DAN DUVERNEY 

Mr. Dan DuVerney is a CWT graduate from 2012, now our full-time 

medical media specialist at Hines. Dan’s CWT Transitional Work (TW) 

assignment was as a photographer for our public affairs department. He 

really took that position to the next level and parlayed that worksite 

assignment into a full-time permanent job.  In addition to taking most of the photos that are used on our 

websites, Facebook and newsletters, Dan is probably the most recognized individual at Hines. Any time 

there is an event, Dan is there as our very own paparazzi to get photos of everything. He’s also the 

biggest cheerleader not just for CWT, but for the VA in general.  

He says that one of his goals was to “change the culture” at Hines, and he truly has.  He is one of the 

most unabashedly positive people you will ever meet. You literally can NOT interact with Dan without 

smiling.  
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Here’s how Dan describes his experience in CWT :   

“In September of 2012, I made a decision to walk down to your offices when you were on the 4th floor 

of building one. I was walking that long hall way, not even knowing where I was going…on my to CWT 

offices, three people who would become my friends and co-workers, were walking towards me, I 

stopped you guys and asked if you knew where I could find Debbie Porter, Deb was the female in the 

middle with Ken Weber on the right and Chuckie Rogers to her left. Debbie said who she was, she took 

my number and said she would call me back in a few days, for some reason I decided to call her the 

next day…she made an appointment for me…and the rest is history….I will never forget all that Deb 

was doing and has done for me. YOU GUYS…THE BEST.    

I would love to promote anything for Hines and especially CWT, you guys and the program have been 

so wonderful to me, and my Deb Porter [Dan’s VRC in CWT-TW] is one of the angels here on earth, 

helping to rescue a sad depressed guy into someone who I hope at least I have helped change the 

culture a bit here at Hines. YOU GUYS ROCK.” 

Kenneth Weber, Hines Manager 

 

 

 




